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1. Introduction 
 
It is predicted that Driving Automation (DA) systems available to the consumer in the 
foreseeable future will approach autonomy during highway conditions (Gasser et al., 
2009; NHTSA, 2013), leaving only the highest level of decision making to the driver 
when the system is engaged, albeit relying on driver intervention when the operational 
limits of the automated system are reached, e.g. when exiting the highway or when 
sensor reliability has decreased below a certain threshold (Stanton et al., 1997). When 
the driver is assumed to resume control of a vehicle when its operational limits are 
reached, a critical weakness in the system is exposed. As the drivers have been out of 
the control loop for an extended period of time, they may be a victim of some of the 
ironies of automation, where situation awareness is reduced. Having spent time in a 
state of significantly reduced workload, they may also suffer from a size reduction of 
the attentional resources pool (Endsley, 1996; Young & Stanton, 2002). Research by 
Woods and Patterson (2000) indicates that the need for coordination increases as 
cognitive activities escalate. This implies that coordination between driver and 
automation is of utmost importance to ensure successful driver takeover in a situation 
where the driver’s attentional capacities are hampered. In such a situation it is important 
that the driver receives the support and guidance needed to safely re-enter the control 
loop and resume vehicle control (Cranor, 2008). One way of supporting the driver may 
be by designing the automation to act as a chatty co-driver (Stanton, 2015). 
 
2. The chatty co-driver 
 
Using a chatty co-driver paradigm by providing continuous feedback to the driver (e.g. 
via user interfaces in a similar fashion as a co-driver) has been shown to increase 
performance (Stanton et al., 2011). Norman (1990) illustrated the importance of 
continuous feedback in automated systems by comparing two aviation cockpit 
configurations, one flying on autopilot and one with the co-pilot as pilot-flying with a 
captain acting as pilot-not-flying. The actions taken by both the pilot-flying and 
autopilot may appear very similar but the way said actions are communicated to the 
captain differs significantly as the autopilot commands the ailerons in silence whereas 
the pilot-flying takes physical action in the cockpit to move the ailerons, actions that are 
visible to the captain. 
To ensure that system feedback is of adequate quality, the authors propose the use of the 
Gricean Maxims of successful conversation (Grice, 1975). The four maxims proposed 
by Grice are the Maxims of Quantity (MoQa), Quality (MoQu), Relation (MoR) and 
Manner (MoM). MoQa states that any contributions should be made as informative as 
required without adding unnecessary information. MoQu states that the information 
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provided should be true and not based on information that lacks evidence. MoR states 
that information provided should be contextually and temporally relevant to the current 
task. The MoM states that obscurity and ambiguity should be avoided and information 
should be conveyed in a brief and structured manner. Eriksson and Stanton (2015) 
applied the maxims to the case of Air France 447 and found that the aircraft system 
feedback violated the maxims on numerous accounts, which led to a skewed mental 
model and incorrect actions by the pilots.  
Based on the aforementioned maxims, the authors propose that adhering to the Gricean 
maxims would decrease the gulf of evaluation (Norman, 2013) and increase system 
transparency (Christoffersen & Woods, 2002), thus ensuring sufficient coordination and 
facilitating a coherent mental model of the automated system and its actions. This would 
increase the likelihood of a successful, safe, transfer of control from automated driving 
to manual driving, where situation awareness is restored and a coherent mental model is 
maintained. 
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